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ABSTRACT 
 
As the world decreasingly progresses towards a technology- driven terrain, the legal sector isn't to be left before. In the 

once times, guests got to know about attorneys through recommendations and at the same time attorneys had a challenge 

reaching out to their guests. Work was slow and tedious as exploration was conducted on fine and old handbooks. The base 

of this design is to bridge the technology gap between attorneys and lawyers. enterprises that deal with legal services will 

most probably handle a huge amount of force and have to make sure that these lines are readily available at the point of 

request by the court. It has thus come necessary for these enterprises to employ a system that will securely handle this 

large data and readily mileage it to further than one person at a time indeed though they're in different locales. The thing of 

this design is to develop an operation that will prop attorneys to pierce the lines from wherever they are, and snappily 

induce reports.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Background Exploration  
The different tasks endowed on attorneys have made legal practice an ineluctable adventure in moment’s Africa. Tasks 

similar as furnishing advising services on legal rights and liabilities, the representation of guests in civil and felonious cases 

and all other matters pertaining to business deals, family advising and establishment consulting. Over the times, law 

enterprises have seen the need to incorporate technology in these practices. attorneys from colorful corridor of the world 

are espousing technologies for exploration, collaboration and communication( Ezor, 2014). The preface of technology was a 

advance for attorneys as it excluded the eschewal of office work limitation by helping attorneys handle large volume of 

cases whether in office or not. Database technology for legal professionals has been in place since the 1980s. This was in 

the form of simple data field defenses that were designed to track legal reality information. During this period, when 

attorneys attorneys demanded some information from the database, their request was conducted through the database 

doorkeepers for the different sections of the legal body similar as the reality information, action, intellectual property, 

contracts and numerous further. Still In the early 2000s the Web grounded software came a workable option for 

enterprises that were technologically aggressive( especially those in the western countries)( Weaver, 2016). Throughout 

this period the attorneys in the African environment lagged before due to the uninhabited technology in Africa.  
According to Lexicata, the only pall grounded customer relationship operation and customer input system contrivers 

simply for law enterprises, utmost law enterprises have espoused some technology into their processes formerly, but the 

acceptance of technology is still in its immaturity( George,). This is apparent in the thousands of law enterprises set up in 

Africa moment. They've longbeen associated with piles of hard dupe lines with bills flying each over the office. Neglecting 

the bad state of affairs, train bring ups and announcements have to be manually entered into a big office journal. The same 

office journal has to be duplicated so that further than one officer can pierce the information. This is a time and energy 

consuming process. With the trouble to find out the challenges that attorneys face, an independent exploration 

establishment known as Activate, conducted exploration on South African attorneys. This check was conducted on behalf of 

LexisNexis. The check covered over 160 law enterprises in that country. The report showed that, the lower enterprises 

employed between one to eight free earners whose work was just enrollment , searching for lines or collecting each of the 

counsel’s individual journal for synchronization purposes. This came as a surprise to the attorneys as they were ignorant of 

the quantum of plutocrat spent on employing fairly high figures of inferior staff( LexisNexis,). This challenge is projected to 

utmost attorneys across the African mainland.  
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
The success of any operation or system depends on the armature pattern used. The armature of this operation 

encompasses a set of significant opinions about the association of the software system. These patterns not only guided the 

designing and developing of the operation but also determined how colorful element of the system interact with each other. 

Security is one of the important conditions considered in this software design especially in the legal world due to the 

confidentiality of the information handled, therefore the intention to combine the MVC and the depository. The depository 

approach is vital for the design as the software demanded to have a centralized database which would be streamlined by 

colorful druggies of the system. The MVC armature is also important because of the necessity to separate the three factors 

i.e. the model, view and the regulator for easier law operation. Using the MVC would make it easier for the inventor to 

change either the view or the regulator without affecting the other. Since each of the factors was easily defined and 

articulated, testing the law was a lot easier. 
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III. METHODOLOGY/WORK PLAN 
 

This section describes how the Legal Management System was executed. A brief description of 

the major tasks involved in        the performance, 

the overall coffers demanded to support the performance trouble( similar as attack,    

software, installations, paraphernalia, and labor force) are stressed. The plan was developed during 

the design phase and was streamlined during the development phase. The figure shows the structure of 

the performance. Description of performance The performance of  this software followed the 

MVC approach substantially because the  three models demanded to be separated from  each other so that 

the backend factors could be shaped for other law enterprises. The operation issues commands to 

the regulator which   is the PHP aspect of the law.   The command alters   the model which   is the 

database aspect and the performing change is displayed on the view HTML, JS and 

CSS. Major Tasks The system facilitates the operation of lines in the database 

by allowing the stoner to add, modernize and cancel lines.     This point has 
 
the topmost priority because hard dupe documents are hard to manage especiallyifthey'renotwellarranged.T he software 

is substantially entered through a web interface and as similar multiple addicts are allowed to 
 
login. The directors can also produce new accounts for the inferior staff and 

can also modernize their details when necessary.  In  the case  that the hand leaves the establishment, 

the director is suitable to disable the login details of that hand. Software    and ToolsDuring 

the performance of this software colorful tools and software were employed as below;  

1 Front End HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT    

2 Back End AJAX, PHP     

3 Database MYSQL      

In  this section the reasons as  to  why these platforms are suitable for the  software  are stressed.  HTML 
 
i)HTML is a luxury language that's used for the anterior end of the web design. HTML was used because of its high 

speed and lading time. Also from exploration, all cybersurfers support HTML. HTML is the base language that the 

JavaScript, CSS and PHP canons will plug in. HTML provides the content that CSS styles, JavaScript enhances while 

PHP links to the database. 

 

ii)PHP:- PHP over the times has come a truly popular language for web development. PHP was chosen because it's 

easy to use and includes simple formats. Also, PHP offers inimitable usability 
 
and effectiveness when used for website development. PHP when used to develop websites 

includes fast data processing  features.  PHP  is also compatible across all platforms similar as  windows, 

UNIX, etc. Also there's a lot of attestation on the internet and PHP can connect to MySQL.  

iii)CSS:- Slinging Style distance was used for describing the donation that was written in 
 
HTML. therefore the primary end of using CSS was to name the design and make it usable and look presen table to the 

addicts of the system. 

 

iv) JAVASCRIPT:- JavaScript was principally used to produce a responsive runner since using only HTML would 

mean the runner is static. JavaScript would be used to make the URL responsive by transferring requests to AJAX. 

 

v)AJAX:- AJAX was used to make request to the other classes in the system. 

 

vi)JSON – This was used to store and format data before transferring it across the software interfaces 

 

vii)MYSQL:-  MYSQL was used to apply the creation of databases  in  the system.  This  is  because  it 

could handle large volumes of data.  
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viii) Apache Garçon( Xampp) Xampp was used because it enabled the software to run and apply the database both 

locally and on the garçon. 

 

ix) Libraries In this design, Angular JS was an important library, this is because Angular JS frame enables inventor to 

extend HTML by acting as the regulator portion of the MVC model. 
 
 
 

IV. ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGE OF THOSE METHODS  
 

Advantages 

 

)1)Uniformity and Certainty 

Law provides Uniformity and certainty to the administration of justice. The same law has to be applied in all cases. 
There can be no distinction between one case and another case if the data are the same. 
 

 

2) Protection against arbitrary, prejudiced and dishonest opinions still, incongruous motives and dishonest 
opinions could  affect the distribution of justice,  If the administration of  Justice  is left completely to 

the individual discretion of a judge. Law as Fixed Principles of the law of justice avoids 

the pitfall of arbitrary, prejudiced and dishonest opinions.    

3) Freedom from crimes of individual judgement The fixed principles    
of law cover the administration of justice from  the crimes of individual judgement. editorializing on 

this aspect of law,   the Greek  Champion Aristotle observed that" to seek to be wiser than the law is 

the very thing which is by good laws interdicted." This,in other words, means that" law is 

not always inevitably wise but on the whole and in the long run it's wiser than those who administer it". 
 
 

 

4) Trust capability There   is another advantage of law is   its trust capability. It's farther reliable than 

the individual judgements of the Courts. The mortal mind is fallible   and judges are no exception. 
The wisdom of the council which represents the wisdom of the people 

is safer and farther reliable means of protection than the deciduous fancy of the individual judge. 
 
 

 

Disadvantages 
 

1) The harshness of law 
 

 

An Ideal legal system keeps on changing according to the changing conditions of the people. But because 

of  the harshness of law, it's unfit to keep pace with the fast- changing society. There 

is always a gap between the advancement of society and the legal system prevailing in it. 
The lack of harshness in law results in difficulty and injustice to the people. \   

2) Conservative Nature      

Another disadvantage of law is   that   its Conservative Nature. Law   is conservative in   its approach. 
The Bar and Bench are generally conservative in  their approach to the division of justice.  The result is  is 

that truly constantly the law is static. This is not conducive to a progressive society.  

3) Formalism       

The Law suffers from devilish formalism lower emphasis laid on the form of law rather than 

its substance. overdue formalism causes gratuitous detention in division of justice. 
4) Complexity  
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Another disadvantage of law is its Complexity. It's true that every law trouble is made to make law as simple as 

possible but it isn't possible to make every law simple. That's due to the Complex nature of ultramodern society  
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
Throughout the development of this design, I've been suitable to learn new generalities as well as strength my chops in 

other tools similar as HTML, AJAX, JavaScript, Bootstrap, php and MYSQL. After testing the software the following functions 

were proved to be working as anticipated.  

    New guests can be registered into the software 
 

   The guests can be viewed in a well formatted table 
 

  

   The admin can add a new staff into the database 
 

  

   The admin can view a table containing the details of the other staff 
 

  

   The druggies can add/ open a new train/ case 
 

  

   The stoner can sort/ hunt for a given train from the database using any of the parameters 
 

  

   The stoner can view the details of the a given case 
 

  

   The stoner can upload/ add a reference material which is accessible to all the stoner of the system 
 

  

   The stoner can relate to the reference accoutrements at any point on time 
 

 
 

 

Reports on guests and/ or lines can be generated incontinently. The legal operation software will go a long way in helping 

the law enterprises to effectively manage their documents. 
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